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Belfast Hills  

Environmental Careers Resource Pack 
 

The Belfast Hills Partnership held an online Environmental Careers Festival from 
19th – 26th April 2021, to give people an awareness of the types of jobs and  

organisations that are out there, along with employability tips.  
 

We posted digital content across our social media throughout the festival, that  
included inspiring footage of environmental work taking place on the ground in 

the Belfast Hills and beyond; showcasing a range of careers to illustrate the broad 
roles available. In addition to this, we also encouraged young people to get in 

touch with us through our social media pages, to ask any questions about  
environmental careers. We also had a local environmental consultant from MCL 

Consulting, who volunteered to review CV’s. This was all in the lead up to an 
online environmental employability workshop on Monday 26th April, which  

included panellists and a live Q&A.   
 

This resource pack is a summary of the digital content from the festival and a  
collation of the questions we were asked. We hope that it will be a useful tool for 
anyone hoping to get an  environmental job, or any teachers/lecturers who help 

young people with their employability. 
 

The festival was funded by The National Lottery Community Fund’s Our Bright  
Future project, a forward-thinking social movement that’s about supporting young 

people to lead progressive change in their communities and local environment. 
The Our Bright Future campaign came up with three Asks, based on more than 700 
ideas from young people. These Asks aim to address issues that affect both young 

people and the environment and set out the changes to society, young people 
want to happen. One of these asks was for young people to get more support into 
environmental jobs. Therefore, it is the hope of the Belfast Hills Partnership, that 
our Environmental Careers Festival and this resource pack, will go some way to 

achieving this. 
 

For more information, contact patricia.deeney@belfasthills.org 
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Ranger 

A ranger role is a predominantly practical job, where you will be in charge of 
managing the habitats on your site. This may involve planting trees, looking  
after meadows, pasture or wetland areas etc. You’ll most likely have to work 

with volunteers and engage with the local community, perhaps by leading  
guided walks or delivering educational activities. Other tasks may include  

writing site reports, keeping records of habitats, species or volunteers, and 
maintaining tools and equipment.   

  
Click the content below to view Nick, Assistant Ranger for the National Trust in 

Belfast, as he talks about his role and what helped him get to where he is today. 
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https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1384099356622528512/photo/1
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Woodland officer 

A woodland officer role is a mixture of practical hands on tasks and desk based 

work. Generally, you will be responsible for creating and potentially managing 

woodlands in your location. This usually involves partnership working and  

community engagement, as you work with local landowners to encourage and 

assist in woodland creation. You’ll most likely have to work with volunteers and 

manage contractors who will be planting trees. Other tasks may include  

keeping records and producing reports as required, such as site surveys perhaps 

using GIS, planting and maintenance plans, budgets, and timescales etc. 

  
Click the content below to view Jo, Woodland Officer for the Belfast Hills  

Partnership and the Woodland Trust, as she talks about her role and what helped 
her get to where she is today. 
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https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1384878086890528775/photo/1
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site manager 

Any site manager role has a mixture of practical hands on tasks and desk based 

work. As the name suggests, you will be responsible for all tasks relating to the 

management of your site. This usually involves community engagement, as you 

respond to local queries; as well as working with volunteers and managing  

contractors to carry out practical work on the site i.e. habitat management like 

planting trees, clearing scrub, path maintenance, surveys, litter picks etc.  Other 

tasks may include keeping records and producing reports as required, such as 

site surveys, planting and maintenance plans, budgets, and timescales. 

  
Click the content below to view Rosie, Woodland Site Manager for the  

Woodland Trust, as she talks about her role and what helped her get to where 
she is today. 
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https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1384790911327014916/photo/1
https://www.instagram.com/p/CN6-_lZBf7b/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JxD075b56cc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JxD075b56cc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JxD075b56cc
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Project ecologist 

Ecologists carry out surveys on the natural world in order to assess how human 
activity and development is affecting different species and habitats. You will 
therefore need to have a good knowledge of plants and animals, as well as 

keeping up to date with environmental policies and legislation. The job involves 
a mixture of outdoor and desk-based work. As a project ecologist, you’ll have to 
work closely with clients as you carry out surveys and write reports specific to 

their project. You will have to analyse and interpret your findings, perhaps using 
GPS and GIS techniques to produce maps and present results.  

  
Click the content below to view Nathan, Project Ecologist with Tetra Tech as he 

talks about his role and what helped him get to where he is today. 
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https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1385159065869996032/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1385299867434639363/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1385262117968879617/photo/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z44BPF7rKmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z44BPF7rKmo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z44BPF7rKmo
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Biodiversity Project officer 

A Project Officer will plan and coordinate the various activities relating to specific  

projects. Therefore, a Biodiversity Project Officer will manage the activities relating to 

specific biodiversity projects, like in the case of Judy below, who manages the  

Belfast Hills biodiversity projects. The role would involve a mixture of outdoor and 

desk-based work, and would be very seasonal in nature, as you plan your tasks  

dependent on the time of year species are present/most active. You will need to have 

a good knowledge of plants and animals, as well as keeping up to date on  

environmental policies and legislations. Outdoor tasks would include things like  

habitat creation and management, and wildlife surveys. You will also need to write  

reports and plans, and in some cases use techniques such as GPS and GIS. 

  
Click the content below to view Judy, Hill Project Officer with the Belfast Hills  

Partnership as she talks about her role and what helped her get to where she is today. 
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https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1386220935787782144/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1386251135539814402/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1386296433104637957/photo/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvoUJR9p5Vs&t=174s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvoUJR9p5Vs&t=174s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zvoUJR9p5Vs&t=174s
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Environmental engagement officer 

An Environmental Engagement Officer will deliver sessions that actively involve 

the local community in the environment. This will include engaging local schools, 

youth groups, and recruiting volunteers, so the ability to communicate well is  

extremely important. There will usually be a mixture of practical conservation 

tasks and environmental education sessions, so you will require some good  

general knowledge on the natural world. You will also need to liaise with site 

managers/landowners to carry out any work they need done, as well as write  

reports and keep records.  

  
Click the content below to view Laura, Environmental Engagement Officer with 
the Belfast Hills Partnership as she talks about her role and what helped her get 

to where she is today. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAuO_3uhCMQ&t=43s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAuO_3uhCMQ&t=43s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nAuO_3uhCMQ&t=43s
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1384444265321881601/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1384466019591151616/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1384488031004938241/photo/1
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Volunteer & skills development 

officer 
A Volunteer & Skills Development Officer will work predominantly with the local  

community to provide volunteering opportunities in practical conservation, and  

training events to develop their skillset. The role would involve recruiting and  

retaining a good group of volunteers to carry out work in your area. As you will be 

working with a variety of people, the ability to communicate well is  extremely  

important. The work would involve practical conservation tasks, but also event  

planning as you organise training sessions for your volunteers and the local  

community.  You will also need to liaise with site managers/landowners to carry out 

any work they need done, as well as write reports and keep records.  

 
Click the content below to view Lisa, Volunteer & Skills Development Officer with the 
Lough Neagh Landscape Partnership as she talks about her role and what helped her 

get to where she is today. 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeCNx-3LChQ&t=130s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeCNx-3LChQ&t=130s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeCNx-3LChQ&t=130s
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1385858547938963458/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1385934045721239554/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1385888747602866177/photo/1
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youth development officer 
A Youth Development Officer in the environmental sector is responsible for  

creating and delivering environmental engagement sessions with young people. 
As a key part of their role is ‘development’, their aim is to upskill and empower 

young people to make an impact on their local environment, by providing  
training and opportunities for practical conservation. They help young people 

gain the skills and experience they need to improve the environment, gain  
employment in the environmental sector, or just help with their mental health & 

wellbeing. A Youth Development Officer will also need to recruit and retain 
young people in their project, build relationships with other youth work groups, 

and monitor project success by keeping records, gathering  
feedback and writing evaluation reports. 

 
Click the content below to view Patricia, Youth Development Officer with the 

Belfast Hills Partnership as she talks about her role and what helped her get to 
where she is today. 
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https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1385496158785650692/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1385526357908672513/photo/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IL69TtWttdI&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IL69TtWttdI&t=7s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IL69TtWttdI&t=7s
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Environmental Education Project 

officer 
A Project Officer will plan and coordinate the various activities relating to  

specific projects. Therefore, an Environmental Education Project Officer will manage 

the activities relating to specific environmental education projects, like in the case of 

Dawn below, who is responsible for creating and delivering environmental  

engagement sessions with young people. The aim of the role is to upskill and  

empower young people to make an impact on their local environment, by providing 

training and opportunities for environmental campaigning, so the work can be  

extremely varied. You will also need to recruit and retain young people in your  

project, build relationships with other youth work groups, and monitor project  

success by keeping records, gathering feedback, and writing evaluation reports. 

 
Click the content below to view Dawn, Project Officer with the Ulster Wildlife as she 

talks about her role and what helped her get to where she is today. 
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https://www.facebook.com/142046164617/photos/pb.100039867385778.-2207520000../10159073614964618/?type=3
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1385624505452666881/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1385685406394556423/photo/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtoTudM9okE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtoTudM9okE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RtoTudM9okE
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Environmental campaigner 

Environmental Campaigners care deeply for the natural world, and actively work 

towards protecting it from destruction or pollution. The role wouldn’t  

necessarily be paid unless you work for a bigger environmental campaigning  

organisation. You need to be well informed on your topic in order to encourage 

others to join you and to withstand the opposition. You’ll need to work closely 

with the community, and keep up to date with environmental legislation and  

policy. Good communication and planning skills are important, as you’ll need to 

think about your key messages, recruit and retain volunteers and organise events.  

Click the content below to view Cormac, Chair of the Cave Hill Conservation  
Campaign as he talks about his role and what helped him get to where he is  

today. 
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https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1386613522130370560/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1386583322378350594/photo/1
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills/status/1386658822090104840/photo/1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scvVy_xt_SQ&t=36s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scvVy_xt_SQ&t=36s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=scvVy_xt_SQ&t=36s
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Environmental career faqs 

The following are questions sent in to us by our social media followers, that we did 
our best to answer during the Environmental Careers Festival week.   

 

How do you find out about environmental  

volunteering opportunities? 
 

If you’re looking for volunteering opportunities in Northern Ireland, a good 
place to start is with the Volunteer Now website, who promote and support 

volunteering across NI.   
 

Another useful website is the Northern Ireland Environment Link who are a 
networking organisation for all the environmental groups in NI. As well as a 

useful resource for finding out about the different environmental groups, they 
also share news and promote events. 

 

In the Belfast Hills Partnership, we have lots of different ways people can get  
involved in our work. We run a variety of volunteer groups on different days of 

the week, to ensure there’s something for everyone no matter what your  
availability is like. No experience is necessary as the task leader will go over 

what needs to be done and how to do it at the start of each task. We tend to 
meet on site and the location varies across the Belfast Hills, but we will always 

provide enough notice as to its whereabouts and a map. If you’d like more  
information or you’d like to be added to our volunteering mailing list, just  

contact Laura, our Volunteer Officer laura.shiels@belfasthills.org  

How much experience, on top of a degree, is  

expected for an entry level job in the sector? 
 

It depends on the role and the organisation your applying for, but it’s usually 
about a year’s worth of experience for an entry level role. But remember that 

doesn't necessarily need to be paid experience, unless they say otherwise,  
volunteering counts too. 
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Environmental career faqs 

What sector of the environment, in your  

opinion, gives the best salary? 
 

The corporate side of the environmental sector is probably the best paid, such 
as working for environmental consultancies, industry or doing GIS work for  

example. But generally, you don't start getting the best salaries until you work 
your way up. When you first start out the pay isn't that great in most jobs, but 

in these cases the actual work you are doing makes up for it because you get to 
do more of the practical hands on activities. As you work your way up, the pay 
gets better, but you find yourself in the office more, managing staff and putting 

out tenders or chasing work. So pros and cons to everything. 

Is it possible to get an environmental job 

without a car/driving licence? 
 

Yes technically it is possible to get an environmental job without a car/driving 
licence, but it depends on the type of environmental work you are looking for. If 

it’s based in a big city, or if it’s more of an indoor environmental job like GIS/
mapping or planning/policy work, they may not have driving licence down as an 
essential criteria in the job description. But if you’re hoping for a more practical 

conservation job, where you are looking after habitats – generally this work 
takes place out of cities, where you will be required to drive in order to carry 

out your day to day tasks. Therefore, a driving licence will be essential.  
Sometimes it is just the driving licence an organisation will require, not  

necessarily access to a car – I know when people are just starting out on their 
careers, affording a car is not always possible. But at least if you have a driving 
licence, you would be able to drive organisation owned vehicles (if they have 

them). 
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Environmental career faqs 

What qualifications are needed for  

Ranger jobs? 
 

It's hard to say exactly what qualifications are needed for Ranger jobs, as it  
depends on the landscape the Ranger job is based and also the organisation 

you’re working for. Generally, any qualification in practical land management is 
useful, such as those offered by Lantra. Things like strimmer and chainsaw  
licences for example, or the use of herbicides/pesticides etc. Also, a driving  
licence is pretty essential and I've seen Ranger roles recently that have also  
required trailer licences too. In addition to that, practical experience on the 

ground is always a big plus, and it doesn't have to be paid experience, unless 
they say otherwise, volunteering counts too. 

What advice or career options are out there 

for people with no qualifications? I would be 

open to lots of different jobs. 
 

Environmental jobs and organisations are so varied, that it also means their role 
requirements are varied too. Some roles would expect a degree level  

qualification, but others would ask for practical experience. Finding out which 
means checking job adverts and looking closely at the essential and desirable 
criteria. Having no formal qualifications does not rule you out, as long as you 

have practical experience. Even people with qualifications would still need  
experience as well. If you want to build your experience, remember that it 
doesn't necessarily need to be paid experience, unless they say otherwise,  

volunteering counts too, which could be fitted around current commitments, 
and is a useful way to build up your CV. 
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Environmental career faqs 

Do you need a degree level qualification to  

become a Project Ecologist? 
 

It depends on the organisation, but generally yes, a Project Ecologist is a role 
that would usually require a degree level qualification. 

Is it possible to get a list of qualifications 

needed to work in the conservation sector in 

general? 
 

It depends what kind of conservation work you're hoping to get into. The  
sector is quite varied - from the practical conservation jobs, where you're  

actually on site doing the hands-on management of the habitats, but you've  
also got surveying jobs, where you find out what wildlife is present on site and 

monitor its progress. Then you've got the environmental education side of 
things, where you're working with young people or leading walks. Then there's 
more of the indoor environmental roles, where you could be handling wildlife 
data and mapping, or planning and policy work. Not to mention those jobs in 

environmental campaigning as well. And some jobs combine many of the 
above elements. So in terms of qualifications, it's hard to say exactly what  

qualifications are needed, as it depends on the role, the landscape you'd be 
working in and also the organisation you're working for. Generally, for practical 

habitat management jobs any qualifications in practical land management is 
useful, such as those offered by Lantra. A driving licence is pretty essential too. 

In addition to that, practical experience on the ground is always a big plus.  
Volunteering might be an option if you're wanting to increase your experience 
or try out different roles to find one you like. Building up your knowledge on 

species identification would also be useful, the Centre for Environmental Data 
and Recording (CEDaR) has lots of online resources and sometimes deliver 

training too. 
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https://www.lantra.co.uk/
https://www.nmni.com/CEDaR/CEDaR-Centre-for-Environmental-Data-and-Recording.aspx
https://www.nmni.com/CEDaR/CEDaR-Centre-for-Environmental-Data-and-Recording.aspx
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Tips on applying for jobs 

Filling in job applications 
 

 

Essential/Desirable Criteria:  

The essential criteria are elements you MUST have. There is absolutely no point in filling 

out the job application if you don’t meet ALL of the essential criteria.  

The desirable criteria are things that employers would like you to have if possible, but if 

you don’t have them, it’s not the end of the world, you may still get considered. 

  

Guidance notes:  

Often with a job application pack, it will include guidance notes on how to fill the  

application form out. Make sure you read the guidance notes carefully, and do exactly 

what they say. Failure to do these simple things, generally means your application form 

won’t even be considered. For example, often the guidance notes will say ‘Complete all 

sections. Failure to complete all sections, will result in your application form not being  

considered’. But despite this, many people don’t bother filling in the section about their 

GCSE’s, because they think well I’ve got a degree, it’s no longer relevant. But a common 

essential criteria is often ‘5 GCSE passes including Maths & English’, and so by not filling 

out that small section, a candidate is kicked out of the process.  

  

Filling in the form with the reader in mind: 

Think about font size, grammar and spelling. Remember that your application form is the 

first impression you will give the interview panel, and it gives them an initial idea of the 

standard of work they will expect from you. So, if you can’t be bothered to spell check your 

application, you are very unlikely to spell check important reports or emails when you 

work for them, and it may make them think this is not the candidate they want to employ. 

  

Providing evidence: 

You will need to provide evidence of how you meet each of the criteria in the job  

description. For example, if the criteria asks for experience in carrying out wildlife surveys, 

you must state examples of how you meet this. You need to go into the detail of when you 

did this, how you did this, maybe even talking about the techniques you used to really  

emphasise the point.  

18 
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Tips on applying for jobs 

Predicting interview questions 
 

Employers need to check that you meet the criteria set out in the job description.  

Therefore, they often tailor their interview questions to the essential and desirable criteria, 

scoring your answers on each. A good exercise when you’re preparing for an interview, is 

to go through each of the criteria and think about a possible question relating to it, as well 

as some good examples demonstrating your relevant experience. This will help you get in 

the right mindset of possible questions. 

 

during interviews 
 

Looking the part: 
Interviews are a formal process. It’s not essential to wear a suit, however looking smart 
and really making it obvious that you have made an effort, creates a good first impression. 
You will be representing this company at meetings and events etc, they want to know you 
will make the right impression on its partners, members of the public, and all the people 
that you’ll be coming into contact with etc.  

 
Preparation is key: 
Employers can tell the difference between people who have prepared for interview and 
those who are just winging it. Read as much as you can about the company to enable you 
to apply your experience with the ethos, priorities and areas of work to that of the  
company. If it can be weaved into your answers it will impress the panel. 

 
Understanding the question: 
Employers know the interview process is a nerve-wracking one, so it’s ok to occasionally 
ask to have an interview question repeated, or to ask for clarification such as “do you 
mean…”  
 

Be ready for anything: 
Stay light on your feet – you will be asked questions you didn’t anticipate, just don’t let 
that fluster you. Never say the words – I have no experience of doing that, think of  
connected/related experiences, as if it is an essential criteria you have eliminated yourself 
from the process no matter how good an interview you have done. 
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Tips on applying for jobs 

during interviews (cont) 
 

Be likeable: 
Remember a job interview is a formal process, so you need to treat is as such and not be 
over familiar or jokey with the panel. However, try to be enthusiastic, engaging and open. 
The panel should have no doubt that you want the job. If you don’t look enthusiastic in the 
interview process, you’re not likely to be enthusiastic for long on the job. 

 
Ask questions: 
Ask intelligent questions about the company, what the team is like to work for,  
opportunities to apply for funding to enhance the project or drill down further into what 
exactly the job will entail.  Just make sure that you don’t ask questions that are already  
answered in the job pack or their website – it makes it look like you haven’t done your 
homework. Always take the opportunity to ask questions at the end, but please don’t 
waste it on “when will I hear from you?” you know that employers will get in touch with 
you if you are successful, and you asking when that will happen, won’t make it happen any 
quicker. So don’t waste the opportunity of asking questions on that.  
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For more information 
 

Patricia Deeney, Youth Development Officer  
patricia.deeney@belfasthills.org 

 
Website: belfasthills.org 

Environmental Employability Workshop: 

Watch a recording of our online workshop to 

learn more from a panel of experts about filling 

in application forms, undertaking interviews, 

predicting interview questions and getting the 

experience you need to land your first job.  

http://www.facebook.com/BelfastHillsPartnership
https://twitter.com/BelfastHills
https://www.instagram.com/belfasthills/
https://www.youtube.com/user/Belfasthills
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utstEi2WFtk&list=PLZ6Qy3VyNQHnQREEfk1nf2SAAC9jtgFLe&index=12
mailto:patricia.deeney@belfasthills.org
belfasthills.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utstEi2WFtk&list=PLZ6Qy3VyNQHnQREEfk1nf2SAAC9jtgFLe&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utstEi2WFtk&list=PLZ6Qy3VyNQHnQREEfk1nf2SAAC9jtgFLe&index=12

